
WHITE COLLAR CRIMEWHITE COLLAR CRIME









Causes of White Collar CrimeCauses of White Collar Crime

�� Rationalize that this does not resemble Rationalize that this does not resemble 
street crimestreet crime

�� Does not really hurt anyoneDoes not really hurt anyone

�� Government does not understand the Government does not understand the �� Government does not understand the Government does not understand the 
business worldbusiness world

�� Everyone violates business laws, so it Everyone violates business laws, so it 
can’t be bad of they do it too!!!can’t be bad of they do it too!!!



Greedy or Needy?Greedy or Needy?

�� Need to keep or improve their jobsNeed to keep or improve their jobs

�� Blue collar need to keep up with inflationBlue collar need to keep up with inflation

�� Motivated often by survival rather than Motivated often by survival rather than 
greed for petty amountsgreed for petty amountsgreed for petty amountsgreed for petty amounts

�� Offenders are living beyond their meansOffenders are living beyond their means

�� Rationalizations help to ease consciences Rationalizations help to ease consciences 
and keep offenders from compromising and keep offenders from compromising 
their values.their values.



Corporate Cultural TheoryCorporate Cultural Theory

�� Some organizations unknowingly promote Some organizations unknowingly promote 
criminalitycriminality

�� Excessive demands on employees while Excessive demands on employees while 
allowing employee deviance (Enron) allowing employee deviance (Enron) –– old old allowing employee deviance (Enron) allowing employee deviance (Enron) –– old old 
employees teach the new employeesemployees teach the new employees

�� Mostly in companies where profit over fair play Mostly in companies where profit over fair play 
is the stress is the stress 

GREED IS GOODGREED IS GOOD









Victims of CrimeVictims of Crime

�� EmployeesEmployees

�� CustomersCustomers

�� The environmentThe environment



Variety of crimeVariety of crime

�� Against customerAgainst customer

1.1. MisMis--selling providing goods and servicesselling providing goods and services

2.2. CarCar--clocking, counterfeiting, dangerous clocking, counterfeiting, dangerous 
goodsgoodsgoodsgoods

�� Health and safety offencesHealth and safety offences

1.1. Employees, consumer and environmentEmployees, consumer and environment

�� Financial fraudFinancial fraud




